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Nicolas Cage? What a guy.Whether he's kidnapping children, boosting jazzy cars or fighting brutal
criminals on a plane, up in the skies - He does it in a unique style which is so, well, Cage-ian.Snake
Eyes is our illustrated homage, an activity book full of puzzles, games, colouring in pages, amazing
illustrations and the best of times.
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I bought this for my son. I told him it's only to be used for inspiration during finals week in college.
Guaranteed straight A's.....

A bunch of great content and good illustration here, but as with all of the adult 'activity' books its just
a novelty. There's not really anything to do here. And that's fine, but a decent portion of the book is
filler. Worth the price for the Nic Cage fan in your life.

Is there anything to complain about? Absolutely not other than wishing there was more. Amazing
illustrations, beautiful art, AND Cage themed. Boyfriend loved it as a Valentines day goodie. Would
make a perfect white elephant gift. Nothing says I love you more than Nicolas Cage.

I have a friend who is a huge Nicolas Cage fan. The reviews said that any fan would love it. So I
thought it would make a great gift. It came in the mail today and I couldn't be more disappointed. I
could probably make a better book myself. I got through the entire book in less than 2 minutes. It's a
10 page (if that) comic book that looks like a four year old illustrated it. The cover picture resembles

Nic Cage but the inside pictures don't at all. I would be way to embarrassed to give this my worst
enemy! Don't waste your money! I wouldn't even pick this thing up if it was free!

I bought this for a white elephant Christmas exchange, and it was a huge hit. Great product for
those who like completely random things.

Nicholas Cage shows people how to be people, he is the definition of a perfect human being and
this activity book is a perfect cross section of wall it means to be the big NC, meaning, what is
perfection. 5 stars, 10/10, had i the funds, buy again.

This is okay as a gag gift. I wouldn't really expect anybody to go crazy over it, but it's a great
stocking stuffer just for chuckles.The drawings are terrible of course and while they are kind of
funny, they start to just feel weird after awhile.

Bought this for a Secret Santa silly gift and it was the most coveted gift!
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